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it and thrived on it. Publicity is not a tap that can be turned
on or off to order.
At the end of our seventy-mile drive we reached his house
and he ordered tea. We sat in chairs and tried to talk. Con-
versation was strained. We had learnt to know one another
as a man and woman must on a desert island, and yet we now
faced one another as strangers. The wild-haired elfin Charlie
had disappeared. A smooth-haired sophisticated young man
smiled at me blandly.
" I wonder what's the matter ? " I asked.
" The matter	" he repeated, still smiling, "is that we
no longer know each other/' The trappings of civilization had
changed us both.
The next morning Dick and I took the " sunset route " for
New York. Four days and nights we speeded northwards,
and the golden orange trees of California became mere memories.
XIV
I now faced a winter in New York. I had no plans, but at
the back of my head was the idea that I might settle in the
States. Education was easy. Miss Spence's offer still held
good for Margaret. Dick could go to the State School, which
was far superior to our " National" school in England. This
would obviate his having to be sent to a boarding-school, a
custom I deplored for small boys. Moreover, my mother's
family who lived in New York, the Jeromes and the" Jerome
Lawrences welcomed me in a way that made me feel like home.
Added to which, and most important of all, work was plentiful,
both sculpture orders and magazine and newspaper articles.
It seemed foolish to think of going away.
I decided to send for Margaret, whom I had not seen for a
year, and whose absence created a perpetual ache, as of an
amputated limb. Two incidents had contributed to my
decision! Charlie had very generously paid twice as much as
I asked for bis bust, and the American edition of my Russian
diary had paid a goodly royalty. My cable requesting that

